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eComment :
Our CPG has already issued formal comments, but I feel moved to comment personally on comments I have
seen/heard repeatedly from activist sources. These voices have repeatedly called for monolithic control of the border
region to be placed in the hands of Chula Vista, which proudly embraces an open border/sanctuary cities approach.

Due to the 2001 and 2011 gerrymanders (see them here: https://statewidedatabase.org/gis/districtscomp html), those
of us who live in the rural border region have already experienced the consequences of this approach. Our assigned
congressman and state senator have repeatedly embraced policies and practices that have harmed us economically
and physically, and they do this with complete impunity because we have no voting control at all over the quality of
our representation. We incur unnecessary deaths, vandalism and thefts in the millions of dollars, while our
objections are muffled and our views are egregiously misrepresented. Far from being fair to minority voices,
monolithic control on the border shuts down the voices of the almost 50 percent minority populace in the rural
region, and many of those minority residents DO NOT support the open borders/sanctuary city agenda and
vigorously speak up in favor of public safety measures, such as the border fence.

This monolithic approach presumes that all border communities and all Hispanics ought to agree on how the border
should be managed, and actively suppresses every voice that disagrees. This is a power grab that does not, IN ANY
WAY, respect the Voting Rights Act -- quite the opposite -- and is insulting to the independent Hispanic thinkers
who live in the backcountry and want the roads and countryside to be a safe place to raise all of our families.

Our border districts should be designed to respect all the voices in the region, and not only those of any single
political viewpoint. Please keep that healthy mixture of voices in our supervisor districts, and reject the monolithic
disenfranchisement that we have experienced in every other level of representation.

A diverse supervisorial district is all we have left to speak for our needs, regardless of race. Please don't allow a
monolithic political agenda to destroy that last bit of real representation the rural border region has left.
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